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Abstract—Device to device (D2D) communication is a promising
paradigm to support data sharing in the fifth generation (5G) small
cell networks. However, D2D communication is more vulnerable
to security and privacy threats due to direct wireless connection
between the proximity devices. In this paper, we exploit blockchain
technology to propose a new distributed and secure data sharing
framework named D2D blockchain, where we deploy a set of Access
Points (APs) to verify end users’ transactions. Besides, in order to
enable the end users to receive the required data on time in the D2D
blockchain, we propose two new schemes for the transaction confirmation procedure including a relay-assisted transaction relaying
scheme and a Delegated Proof-of-Stake (DPoS) based lightweight
block verification scheme. Furthermore, to incentivize the relay
devices to help in relaying transactions in congested areas, and
to encourage the verifiers to contribute their resources in block
verification, we design a two-stage contract theory based joint
optimization scheme. To measure the quality of the relayed transaction and the verified block, we formulate two models: value of
transaction relaying (VoTR) and value of block verification (VoBV),
and then design the optimal contract for each relay device and
each verifier. Security analysis and numerical results illustrate that
the proposed D2D blockchain and the designed joint optimization
scheme are secure and efficient for data sharing among end users.
Index Terms—D2D communication, security and privacy,
blockchain, transaction relaying, Delegated Proof-of-Stake (DPoS),
block verification, contract theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N THE upcoming fifth generation (5G) networks and beyond
with dense small cell deployment, the wider coverage in
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network connectivity with huge data traffic will eliminate information islands, and enable new services such as augmented
reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), ultra high definition (HD)
video and cloud computing [1]–[4]. The need to provide these
services anytime and anywhere imposes new requirements on
wireless networks such as high bandwidth, multiple connections, high reliability and low latency [5]–[10]. Device to device
(D2D) communication has been envisioned as one of the key
technologies for 5G small cell networks, which enables direct
data sharing between geographically close devices by using
unlicensed spectrum or reusing cellular spectrum resources.
Due to the close proximity and potential reuse gain, D2D
communication can improve spectrum efficiency, reduce power
consumption and latency, and efficiently alleviate traffic load
from base stations (BSs) or access points (APs) [11]–[16].
However, security and privacy are two crucial issues for practical
deployment of D2D communication. Due to direct wireless
connection between the proximity devices, D2D communication
is more vulnerable to security and privacy threats, such as
eavesdropping, modification and fabrication of the shared data,
and violating location and identity privacy [17]. Nonetheless,
the state-of-the-art mechanisms depending on cryptographic
primitives can not completely solve the security and privacy
issues in D2D communication [18]–[20] due to a single point
of failure of the centralized infrastructure in network-covered
D2D communication, and data repudiation of reception. To
this end, state of the art demands new approaches for enhancing security and privacy for the development of D2D
communication.
Recently, blockchain technology has gained much attention
from both academia and industry due to the advantages it
offers such as decentralization, anonymity, security and traceability [21]–[27]. In blockchain, all communications between
nodes, defined as transactions, are digitally signed by both the
transmitter and the receiver, and broadcasted to the resourceful
network nodes called verifiers for verification. The security and
traceability of such transactions mainly rely on a transaction
confirmation procedure that is executed among the verifiers to
add a number of validated transactions (i.e., block) in a public
link-list ledger. Once the block is successfully added in the
public link-list ledger, the validated transactions can be traced
and retrieved by the end users. Thus, we observe a very close
match between the fundamental features of a blockchain and
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Fig. 1.

The time sequence of T rounds of transaction confirmation procedure.

the requirements of D2D communication in which end users are
distributed and do not have mutual trust.
Some recent works such as [28]–[30] have investigated
blockchain together with D2D communication to address the
security and privacy issues such as authentication, access control
and computation offloading. However, these works have not
specified any explicit framework to utilize blockchain for D2D
data sharing. Furthermore, the distinct characteristics of the
blockchain introduce unique challenges for data sharing among
end users. Specifically, Fig. 1 illustrates the time sequence of T
rounds of transaction confirmation procedure. In each round,
the transaction confirmation time is divided into three time
slots: transaction collection slot, block verification slot and data
sharing slot. For example, in the T1 round, it consists of tc slot
for transaction collection, tb slot for block verification and td slot
for data sharing among the end users. The receiver can receive
required data from the transmitter only at the end of round
T1 transaction confirmation procedure, i.e., when the block is
appended to the blockchain.
In practice, it may take long time to successfully finish the
transaction confirmation procedure since both transaction collection and block verification are executed in a dynamic and
stochastic wireless transmission environment. Transactions of
end users in congested areas may not be successfully transmitted
to the verifiers for verification in transaction collection phase,
which will lead to failure in transaction confirmation procedure.
In the typical Nakamoto consensus protocol known as Proofof-Work (PoW) [31], the verifiers compete to solve a computationally difficult cryptopuzzle. The fastest verifier that solves the
crypto-puzzle will append its block to the blockchain. Nevertheless, the crypto-puzzle solving based PoW consensus protocol
consumes a large amount of computation and energy resources,
which is not useful for the resource-constrained end user devices
since they can not undertake heavy computation. In addition,
the audit and verification of the block among the verifiers may
encounter impediment due to traffic congestion in network. As
a result, the end users may suffer from long waiting time for
data sharing. Thus a carefully designed transaction confirmation
procedure is necessary for secure and privacy protected data
sharing among end users while satisfying the communication
performance of the end users. Our main contributions in this
paper are as follows.
r We design a blockchain empowered distributed and secure
D2D data sharing framework named D2D blockchain,
where a set of pre-selected APs act as verifiers and are
responsible for block verification.
r To enable end users to receive the required data on time,
we propose a relay-assisted transaction relaying scheme to
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facilitate the transaction collection in congested areas,
and a Delegated Proof-of-Stake (DPoS) based lightweight
block verification scheme to reduce the resource consumption of the APs during block verification.
r Furthermore, we design a two-stage contract theory based
joint optimization scheme for transaction relaying and
DPoS based block verification. To measure the quality of
the relayed transaction and the verified block, we formulate
two mathematical models: value of transaction relaying
(VoTR) and value of block verification (VoBV), and develop the optimal contract to maximize utility of the local
AP, while reducing the transaction relaying delay and the
DPoS based block verification delay.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we discuss the related works. In Section III, we
present the proposed D2D blockchain framework and introduce
two new schemes for transaction confirmation procedure. In
Section IV, we formulate a two-stage contract theory based joint
optimization scheme for transaction relaying and DPoS based
block verification. In Section V, we develop the optimal contract
solution. In Section VI, we illustrate the performance of the joint
optimization scheme through extensive simulations. Section VII
concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
A. Application of Blockchain in Network Scenarios
Blockchain has been widely applied in Internet of Things [21],
[22], vehicular networks [23], [24], smart grids [25], [26] and
mobile networks [27] to address the security and privacy issues associated with communications. A new and distributed
wireless power transfer architecture including energy plane and
blockchain plane was proposed for green and secure Internet
of Things in [21]. A credit-based payment scheme was proposed in [22] to support fast and frequent energy trading in
consortium blockchain based Industrial Internet of Things. A
blockchain was applied during information and energy interactions in electric vehicles cloud and edge computing in [23] to
achieve enhanced security protection. Consortium blockchain
and smart contract were exploited in [24] to achieve secure data
storage and sharing in vehicular edge networks. A consortium
blockchain based peer-to-peer electricity trading model was proposed in [25] for securely buying and selling electricity among
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles. A new incentive-compatible
demand response scheme was designed in [26] by utilizing
blockchain and computational intelligence in Internet of Electric
Vehicles. Blockchain and deep reinforcement learning were
studied in [27] for developing secure and intelligent 5G Beyond.
B. Blockchain With D2D Communication
D2D communication is more vulnerable to security and
privacy threats due to direct wireless connection between the
proximity devices [17]. A secure data sharing protocol was proposed in [18] which utilizes public-key-based digital signature
and mutual authentication mechanism of a cellular network to
guarantee entity authentication, data authority and integrity. A
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System model of the proposed D2D blockchain for secure data sharing.

privacy-preserving authentication and key management protocol
was proposed in [19] which combines group key agreement
with hash-based message authentication code and pseudonym
management for secure and anonymous D2D group communications. Group anonymous authenticated key exchange protocols
for network-covered and network-absent D2D communications
were proposed in [20] to support identity and group anonymity,
accountability and end-to-end security against insider attacker.
However, the existing solutions can not completely solve the
security and privacy problems in D2D communication. For
example, the centralized management of the infrastructure in
network-covered D2D communication is vulnerable to a single
point of failure and privacy leakage. Moreover, the signed data
between a transmitter and a receiver has no backup and is
untraceable, which provides the malicious devices the ability
to conduct data repudiation of reception. On the other hand,
a promising blockchain technology has been introduced to establish a secure and decentralized communication environment
for trustless end users. A blockchain was utilized in D2D underlying networks in [28] to verify the authenticity of channel
state information (CSI) and to grant access to a user. A cryptocurrency named flopcoin was designed in [29] to motivate
selfish end users to participate in D2D computation offloading. Computation offloading and content caching in wireless
blockchain networks were studied in [30], where offloading
mode selection and caching strategy were jointly investigated.
While these works [28]–[30] have studied the integration of
blockchain with D2D communication, a specific framework to
embrace blockchain for data sharing among end users is missing.
Moreover, the challenges associated with employing blockchain
in data sharing among end users, such as successful transmission
of transaction and fast audit of block in dynamic and stochastic
wireless transmission environment, and a lightweight block

verification scheme with reduced operational overhead, have
not been well investigated. Motivated by such considerations,
in this paper, we design a blockchain empowered D2D data
sharing framework and optimize the transaction confirmation
procedure.
III. BLOCKCHAIN EMPOWERED DISTRIBUTED AND SECURE
D2D DATA SHARING FRAMEWORK
In order to support secure data sharing among end users, we
exploit consortium blockchain to develop a D2D blockchain
in a densely deployed small cell network. The consortium
blockchain is a kind of blockchain in which multiple authorized
entities establish and manage the blockchain with moderate
cost [22], [25]. In our developed D2D blockchain as shown
in Fig. 2, a set of APs are selected to act as verifiers and are
responsible for block verification. The APs and the end users
in each small cell become legitimate entities after registration
with a trusted authority, such as a government department. The
legitimate end users receive their public/privacy keys and the
corresponding certificates for data encryption and decryption.
In addition, the legitimate end users also obtain their wallet
addresses from the trusted authority. The elliptic curve digital
signature algorithm and asymmetric cryptography are utilized
for initialization.
In each small cell, a receiver can request a nearby transmitter
to provide data sharing service. To attribute some credit to the
receiver, the transmitter generates a transaction, which contains
identity1 of both the transmitter and the receiver, event record
(e.g., the amount of shared data), timestamp, and the opinion
on the APs which is obtained according to the previous services
1 The end user can change its identity (i.e., public key) after each transaction
to ensure anonymity.
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A. Relay-Assisted Transaction Relaying Scheme
As shown in Fig. 3, in a small cell, a receiver that requires
data first sends data request to a nearby transmitter (Step 1). Then
the transmitter generates a transaction (Step 2) and broadcasts
its transaction for verification. A transmitter that would like
to verify its transaction in the congested area first sends a
transaction relaying request. In order to facilitate peer discovery
and reduce interference, the local AP coordinates the transaction
relaying link establishment, i.e., the AP selects a device nearby
the transmitter as a relay device to assist in transaction relaying,
and reuses the channels of end users located far away in a
different small cell (Step 3). We consider Time Division Medium
Access (TDMA) technique in transaction relaying transmission.
However, the existence of a neighbor may not imply a stable establishment of transaction relaying link, since the neighbor may
not be willing to participate in transaction relaying due to the
associated overhead such as energy and bandwidth consumption.
Thus, the local AP needs to pay the relay devices a relay fee in
order to motivate them to participate in transaction relaying.
B. DPoS-Based Lightweight Block Verification Scheme

Fig. 3. Work procedure for transaction relaying and DPoS based block
verification.

provided by the APs and is an important criterion for the APs
selection in block verification phase. Then, the transaction is
digitally signed by using private key of both the transmitter and
the receiver, and broadcasted in the small cell for verification.
The security and traceability of the end users’ transactions
mainly depend on the transaction confirmation procedure consisting of transaction collection phase and block verification
phase:
r In the transaction collection phase, the local APs periodically collect transactions, verify the integrity and correctness of the transactions by validating their signature, then
process a number of validated transactions into a block.
r In the block verification phase, the local APs that would
like to add a block to the D2D blockchain, send consensus
requests to a verification set, which consists of a set of
pre-selected APs and executes block verification and audit
by using a proof-based consensus protocol.
We develop two new schemes for transaction collection and
block verification: (I) relay-assisted transaction relaying scheme
and (II) DPoS-based lightweight block verification scheme. The
work procedure for the developed schemes is shown in Fig. 3
which is illustrated in the subsequent discussions.

DPoS has been demonstrated as a high-efficiency consensus
protocol with moderate cost [32], in which a part of delegates
(i.e., verifiers) are selected based on their stakes to perform the
consensus process. Here, the stake is the accumulated time that a
delegate possesses its assets before using them to generate a new
block. DPoS has been used in real scenarios, such as Enterprise
Operation System (EOS) [33], Bitshares [34] and Internet of
Vehicles (IoV) [35]. It is reasonable to consider that the DPoS
can be utilized in a small cell AP network, and develop a DPoS
based lightweight block verification scheme.
Unlike computation-intensive PoW, the designed DPoS based
lightweight block verification scheme can leverage stake of the
APs as mining resource to generate block. The more stakes an AP
has, the higher will be the probability the AP will find a solution
to generate a block. In addition, the verification and audit of the
generated block are executed by only some of the pre-selected
APs, thus keeping the computation complex reasonably low. As
shown in Fig. 3, the main steps in the DPoS consensus protocol
in our lightweight block verification scheme involve verifying
candidates generation, verifier selection, consensus process and
transaction fee payment:
1) Verifying Candidates Generation: An AP that wants to
be a verifier first submits a deposit of stake to an account under
public supervision. This deposit will be confiscated when the
AP behaves badly during a consensus process, e.g., if and when
it fails to generate a block in its turn or if it generate false block
verification results.
2) Verifier Selection: The blockchain users, i.e., the end
users possessing stake, download the opinions of the candidates
from the D2D blockchain (Step 4), and vote for their preferred
candidates according to some criteria, for example, voting the
candidates that can generate and verify a block fast (Step 5). A
blockchain user can vote for more than one candidate and also
can persuade others to vote to their favourite candidates [32].
The top k candidates with the most votes are selected to form a
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verification set, where k is an odd integer, such as 21 in EoS [33].
Each of the k verifiers takes turn to act as the block manager
during k block verification sub-slots.
3) Consensus Process: In each block verification sub-slot,
the block manager carries out block management in its own
round of consensus process (Step 6). Specifically, the block
manager first broadcasts the unverified block to other verifiers
for verification and audit. Then, each verifier locally verifies
the signature of each transaction in the block, and replies with
the audit result with its signature to each other. Following the
reception of the audit results, each verifier compares its audit
result with those of other verifiers and sends a commit message
to the block manager. Considering Byzantine Fault Tolerance
(BFT) consensus condition, the block manager sends the current
audited block to all the verifiers and the local APs for storage
(Step 7) as long as it receives commit message from more than
two third of the verifiers. Finally, the transmitter transmits the
required data to the receiver (Step 8).
4) Transaction Fee Payment: Once the block has been appended to the D2D blockchain. The local AP pays transaction
fee to the block manager and the verifiers to compensate for
their resources consumption (e.g., CPU and energy) in block
verification.
Although the local AP pays relay fee to the relay devices
and pays transaction fee to the verifiers to compensate for their
resources consumption, it is hard for the local AP to design
a specific relay fee and transaction fee for each relay device
and verifier due to the following reasons. F irstly, the available
resource of the relay devices and the verifiers are diverse at
different time instances, and the local APs can not estimate
real-time available resource of the relay devices and the verifiers.
Secondly, rational relay devices and verifiers might not report
their actual resources that they would contribute in transaction
relaying and in block verification, i.e., information asymmetry [36]. The local AP may suffer a high cost when providing sufficient relay fee and transaction fee due to information
asymmetry. At last, both the transaction relaying and the block
verification are executed in wireless transmission environment,
it may take long time to relay transaction and to audit block due
to traffic congestion. Thus, proper incentive mechanisms are
essential for the local AP to pay each relay device a specific
relay fee to incentivize them to provide resources to reduce
transaction relaying delay. Meanwhile, the local AP needs to
pay each verifier also a specific transaction fee to motivate them
to contribute resources to reduce block verification delay.
IV. TWO-STAGE CONTRACT THEORY-BASED JOINT
OPTIMIZATION FOR TRANSACTION RELAYING AND
BLOCK VERIFICATION
In this section, we design a two-stage contract theory based
joint optimization scheme for transaction relaying and DPoS
based block verification. Contract theory [36] is a powerful
framework from microeconomics to incentivize two rational
entities under information asymmetry to reach agreements. In
contract theory, an employer acts as the contract designer and
designs a number of contract items for employees whose preferences are not known a priori. A contract clarifies that certain

reward will be paid to the employees who will provide the
corresponding resource to ensure the required level of quality
of services [37]. Thus, we utilize contract theory in designing
the best strategy for the local AP in transaction relaying and in
block verification.
In our designed two-stage contract theory based joint optimization scheme, the local AP acts as the contract designer,
and a set of relay devices M = {M1 , M2 , · · · , Mm } and a set
of verifiers N = {N1 , N2 , · · · , Nn } act as employees. Specifically, the preferences of the relay devices towards participating
in transaction relaying are different in terms of residual battery
energy, occupied bandwidth resource and the willingness to
relay the transaction, and the preferences of the verifiers towards
participating in block verification are different in terms of CPU
cycles, energy consumption, and the willingness to verify the
block. In addition, both the preferences of the relay devices
and the verifiers are private information which are unknown
to the local AP. The M relay devices with heterogeneous
preferences are classified into S types and are sorted in an
ascending order: θ1 < · · · < θs · · · < θS , s ∈ {1, . . ., S}, while
the N verifiers with heterogeneous preferences are classified
into Q types and are also sorted in an ascending order: ψ1 <
· · · < ψq . . . < ψQ , q ∈ {1, . . ., Q}. The larger θs and ψq imply
that the relay device and the verifier are more eager to contribute
in transaction relaying and in block verification, and will receive
higher rewards.
Although the local AP does not know the type of the relay
device and the verifier, it can obtain the distribution probability
λs that a relay device belongs to type-s and the distribution
probability λq that a verifier belongs to type-q, via observations and statistics of previous behaviours of the relay device
and the verifier [37]. Then, the local AP will design specific
performance-reward contract items for different types of relay
devices and verifiers. To quantitatively evaluate the quality of
relayed transaction and verified block, we define two mathematical models: value of transaction relaying (V oT R) and value
of block verification (V oBV ). Similar to value of information
which is defined in terms of an exponential decay in [38], the
V oT R and the V oBV are formulated in an exponential form
decaying with transaction relaying delay and block verification
delay, respectively, which means that the fastest transaction
relaying and the block verification have the highest V oT R and
V oBV since the end users can receive the required data on
time, and the V oT R and the V oBV decrease exponentially as
transaction relaying delay and block verification delay increase.
The local AP will offer contract (RT R,s , VT R,s ) for type-s relay
device, and will offer contract (RBV,q , VBV,q ) for type-q verifier,
where RT R,s and RBV,q are relay fee to type-s relay device
and transaction fee to type-q verifier, respectively. The higher
the value of transaction relaying (block verification), the higher
should be the reward to the relay device and the verifier.
A. Value of Transaction Relaying and Value of Block
Verification
For the mth relay device, the value of transaction relaying
(V oT R) is defined as
VT R,m (tm ) = AT R e−BT R tm ,

(1)
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where AT R represents the initial V oT R, BT R is the decay speed
of the V oT R, and tm is the delay imposed by the mth relay
device for transaction relaying, defined as
wtrans
tm =
,
(2)
rm
In (2), wtrans is the size of transaction, and rm is the relaying
rate defined as


β 2 Puser |huser,m |2 |hm,AP |2
1
rm = blog2 1 +
,
(3)
2
I+β 2 |hm,AP |2 N0 + N0
where b is the transaction relaying transmission bandwidth,
Puser is the transmit power of the end user, huser,m is the channel
gain between the end user and the mth relay device, hm,AP is
the channel
gain between the mth relay device and the local AP,

I = m ∈M\{m} Pm |hm, AP |2 is the interference from small
cell communication, Pm is the transmit power of the end user
which reuses the same channel with the mth relay device, and
hm, AP is the channel gain between the m th end user and
the local AP. N0 is the noise power and β is the amplification
factor. We consider that both the end users and the relay devices
move slowly in each small cell, and the propagation environment
changes on a slow time scale. Thus, the channel between the end
user and the mth relay device, the channel between the mth
relay device and the local AP, and the channel between the m th
end user and the local AP are supposed to be quasi-static.
For the nth verifier, the value of block verification (V oBV )
is defined as
VBV,n (tn ) = ABV e−BBV tn ,

(4)

where ABV represents the initial V oBV , BBV is the decay
speed of the V oBV , and tn is the delay induced by the nth
verifier for block verification, i.e.,
wb
tn =
+ φwb N.
(5)
cn
The first term in (5) represents verification delay of the current block, the second term represents the average delay due
to broadcasting verification result and comparison among the
verifiers, wb is the size of the unverified block, cn is the number
of CPU cycles contributed by the nth verifier, φ represents the
average delay of each verifier in verification result broadcasting
and comparison.
B. Utility of the Local AP
For a local AP that uses a type-s relay device for transaction
relaying and a type-q verifier for block verification, its utility
can be defined as
UAP (s, q) = VAP (s, q) − RAP (s, q),

(6)

where VAP (s, q) is the service requirement defined as
VAP (s, q) = VT R,s + VBV,q ,

(7)

where VT R,s is the required value of transaction relaying
(V oT R), and VBV,q is the required value of block verification
(V oBV ). RAP (s, q) is the reward the local AP needs to pay in
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fulfilling the service requirement, defined as
RAP (s, q) = l1 u1 RT R,s + l2 u2 RBV,q ,

(8)

where u1 is the unit cost of the local AP for transaction relaying
and u2 is the unit cost of the local AP for block verification. l1
is the weight of relay fee, l2 is the weight of transaction fee, and
l1 + l2 = 1.
As there are S types of relay devices each with a distribution
probability λs , and Q types of verifiers each with a distribution
probability λq , the expected utility of the local AP is defined as
UAP =

S


λs M (VT R,s − l1 u1 RT R,s )

s=1

+

Q


λq N (VBV,q − l2 u2 RBV,q ),

(9)

q=1

C. Utility of Relay Device and Utility of Verifier
The utility function of a type-s relay device employed based
on a signed contract (RT R,s , VT R,s ) during the transaction
relaying is defined as
Urelay (s) = θs v1 (RT R,s ) − ε1 VT R,s ,

(10)

where the first item denotes the received rewards for transaction
relaying, and v1 (RT R,s ) is a monotonically increasing and concave function of the relay fee RT R,s . The second item represents
the communication cost (e.g., energy and bandwidth cost) for
providing the required value of transaction relaying VT R,s , and
ε1 is the unit communication cost.
The utility function of a type-q verifier employed based on a
signed contract (RBV,q , VBV,q ) during the block verification is
defined as
Uverif ier (q) = ψq v2 (RBV,q ) − ε2 VBV,q ,

(11)

where the first item denotes the received rewards for block
verification, and v2 (RBV,q ) is a monotonically increasing and
concave function w.r.t. the transaction fee RBV,q . The second
item is the backhauling cost (i.e., CPU and bandwidth cost) for
providing the required value of block verification VBV,q , and ε2
is the unit backhauling cost.
Given the utility functions in (10) and (11), the
feasibility conditions of IndividualRationality (IR) and
IncentiveCompatible (IC) constraints for the designed contract should be satisfied [36]. Specifically, to meet the IR
constraints for transaction relaying and block verification, a
relay device chooses a contract that ensures a nonnegative
utility for itself. Meanwhile, a verifier also chooses a contract
that ensures a nonnegative utility for itself. In other words, if
Urelay (s) < 0, the relay device will not accept the contract and
choose not to relay the transaction for the local AP. Similarly,
if Uverif ier (q) < 0, the verifier will not accept the contract and
will instead choose not to contribute in block verification. We
define these cases as (RT R,s = 0, VT R,s = 0) and (RBV,q =
0, VBV,q = 0). Besides, in IC constraints, each relay device
and each verifier only choose the contract designed for their
own types instead of any other contract in order to get highest
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payoff. Note that the IR and IC constraints ensure that the relay
devices and the verifiers participate in transaction relaying and
block verification, and each relay and each verifier automatically
select the contract designed for their corresponding types. After
selecting the contract, the relay device and the verifier reveal
their types truthfully.
In our proposed two-stage contract theory based joint optimization scheme for transaction relaying and block verification,
the main goal of the local AP is to maximize its expected utility
while satisfying the IR and the IC constraints for transaction
relaying and block verification. Thus, the optimization problem
can be formulated as follows:
max

(RT R,s ,VT R,s
RBV,q ,VBV,q )

UAP =

S


λs M (VT R,s − l1 u1 RT R,s )

s=1

+

Q


λq N (VBV,q − l2 u2 RBV,q )

q=1

s.t.
(a) θs v1 (RT R,s ) − ε1 VT R,s ≥ 0,
(b) ψq v2 (RBV,q ) − ε2 VBV,q ≥ 0,
(c) θs v1 (RT R,s ) − ε1 VT R,s ≥ θs v1 (RT R,s ) − ε1 VT R,s ,
(d) ψq v2 (RBV,q ) − ε2 VBV,q ≥ ψq v2 (RBV,q ) − ε2 VBV,q ,
(e)

S


λs M RT R,s +

s=1

Q


λq N RBV,q ≤ Rmax ,

q=1

(f ) l1 + l2 = 1,
∀s, s ∈ {1, . . ., S} , s = s, and ∀q, q  ∈ {1, . . ., Q} , q = q  .
(12)
where (a) and (b) are the IR constraints for transaction relaying and block verification, respectively. (c) and (d) are the
IC constraints for transaction relaying and block verification,
respectively. (e) ensures the relay fee and the transaction fee
will not exceed the maximum reward Rmax provided by the
local AP. (f) is the weight constraint of the relay fee and the
transaction fee which has been illustrated in (9).
V. OPTIMAL CONTRACT DESIGNING FOR TRANSACTION
RELAYING AND BLOCK VERIFICATION
There are (S + Q) IR constraints and (S(S − 1) + Q(Q −
1)) IC constraints, which are non-convex and indicate the coupling between different relay devices and verifiers. Thus, (12)
can not be solved directly due to these constraints. In this
section, we will reduce the constraints in problem (12) and obtain
a transformed optimization problem. Then, we will solve the
transformed optimization problem.

Definition 1 (Monotonicity): F or any f easible contract,
RT R,s ≥ RT R,s and RBV,q ≥ RBV,q if and only if θs ≥
θs and ψq ≥ ψq , ∀s, s ∈ {1, . . ., S}, s = s and ∀q, q  ∈
{1, . . ., Q}, q = q  .
Proof: According to the IC constraints for type θs and θs
relay devices, we have
θs v1 (RT R,s ) − ε1 VT R,s ≥ θs v1 (RT R,s ) − ε1 VT R,s , (13)
θs v1 (RT R,s ) − ε1 VT R,s ≥ θs v1 (RT R,s ) − ε1 VT R,s , (14)
By adding (13) and (14), and after rearranging the terms, we
can get
(θs − θs ) v1 (RT R,s ) ≥ (θs − θs ) v1 (RT R,s ) .

As θs ≥ θs , we must have θs − θs ≥ 0. By dividing both sides
of the inequality, we have v1 (RT R,s ) ≥ v1 (RT R,s ). As v1 (·) is
a monotonically increasing and concave function, we can get
RT R,s ≥ RT R,s . The necessary condition can be proved by the
similar method. Meanwhile, by using the IC constraints for type
ψq and ψq verifiers, the monotonicity for type ψq and ψq verifiers
can also be proved.

Monotonicity implies that a higher type relay device and
verifier should be paid a higher relay fee and transaction fee.
From Definition 1, it can be deduced that a relay device that
receives higher relay fee should contribute more for transaction relaying, and a verifier receiving a higher transaction fee,
should contribute more in block verification. Thus, we have the
following Lemma.
Lemma 1: VT R,s ≥ VT R,s and VBV,q ≥ VBV,q if and
only if RT R,s ≥ RT R,s andRBV,q ≥ RBV,q ∀s, s ∈ {1, . . . ,
S}, s = s , and ∀q, q  ∈ {1, . . ., Q}, q = q  .
Proof: See Appendix A.

Based on the above analysis, we use the IC constraints of relay
devices and verifiers to reduce their IR constraints, and have the
following lemma.
Lemma 2 (IR constraint reduction): If IR constraint of type
one relay device is satisfied, the IR constraints for other types
of relay devices will also hold. Meanwhile, if IR constraint of
type one verifier is satisfied, the IR constraints for other types
of verifiers will also hold.
Proof: See Appendix B.

We can also reduce the IC constraints of relay devices and
verifiers, and have the following lemma.
Lemma 3 (IC constraint reduction): By utilizing the monotonicity, the IC constraints of type-s and type-s relay devices,
and type-q and type-q  verifiers, where s ∈ {2, . . ., S}, s ∈
{1, . . ., s − 1}, q ∈ {2, . . ., Q} and q  ∈ {1, . . ., q − 1} can be
reduced as the local downward incentive constraints (LDIC),
i.e.,
θs v1 (RT R,s ) − ε1 VT R,s ≥ θs v1 (RT R,s−1 ) − ε1 VT R,s−1 ,
∀s ∈ {2, . . ., S} ,

A. Constraints Reduction
In order to reduce the IR and the IC constraints in problem
(12), we first define M onotonicity.

(15)

(16)

ψq v2 (RBV,q ) − ε2 VBV,q ≥ ψq v2 (RBV,q−1 ) − ε2 VBV,q−1 ,
∀q ∈ {2, . . ., Q} ,

(17)
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The IC constraints of type-s and type-s relay devices, and
type-q and type-q  verifiers, where s ∈ {1, . . ., S − 1}, s ∈
{s + 1, . . ., S}, q ∈ {1, . . ., Q − 1} and q  ∈ {q + 1, . . ., Q},
can be reduced as the local upward incentive constraints (LUIC),
θs v1 (RT R,s ) − ε1 VT R,s ≥ θs v1 (RT R,s+1 ) − ε1 VT R,s+1 ,
∀s ∈ {1, . . ., S − 1} , (18)
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B. Solution to Optimal Contract for Transaction Relaying and
Block Verification
Let Δi = θi v1 (RT R,i ) − θi v1 (RT R,i−1 ), i ∈ {2, . . ., S}, and
Δj = ψj v2 (RBV,j ) − ψj v2 (RBV,j−1 ), j ∈ {2, . . ., Q}, where
Δ1 = 0. Then, according to constraints (a), (b), (c) and (d) in
problem (22), we can derive the value of transaction relaying
VT R,s and the value of block verification VBV,q as

ψq v2 (RBV,q ) − ε2 VBV,q ≥ ψq v2 (RBV,q+1 ) − ε2 VBV,q+1 ,
∀q ∈ {1, . . ., Q − 1} , (19)

VT R,s =

In addition, with the monotonicity RT R,s−1 < RT R,s and
RBV,q−1 < RBV,q , the LDICs in (16) and in (17) imply that
the LUICs

VBV,q =

θs−1 v1 (RT R,s−1 ) − ε1 VT R,s−1 ≥ θs−1 v1 (RT R,s ) − ε1 VT R,s ,
(20)
ψq−1 v2 (RBV,q−1 ) − ε2 VBV,q−1 ≥ ψq−1 v2 (RBV,q ) − ε2 VBV,q ,
(21)
can be satisfied. Thus, with the LDICs for the relay devices and
the verifiers, all the LUICs for the relay devices and the verifiers
can be reduced.
Proof: See Appendix C.

By using the monotonicity and the Lemmas 1-3, problem (12)
can be transformed,
max

(RT R,s ,VT R,s
RBV,q ,VBV,q )

UAP =

S


λs M (VT R,s − l1 u1 RT R,s )

+

Q


λq N (VBV,q − l2 u2 RBV,q )

q=1

i=1

q
j=1

max

RT R,s ,RBV,q

(23)

Δj + ψ1 v1 (RBV,1 )
,
ε2

(24)

=

UAP

S−1 

M
s=1

ε1


v1 (RT R,s ) η − λs M l1 u1 RT R,s

M
λS θS v1 (RT R,S ) − λS M l1 u1 RT R,S
ε1

Q−1
 N
+
v2 (RBV,q ) ζ − λq N l2 u2 RBV,q
ε2
q=1
+

N
λQ ψQ v2 (RBV,Q ) − λQ N l2 u2 RBV,Q
ε2

s.t. (e)

S


λs M RT R,s +

s=1

s.t.

Δi + θ1 v1 (RT R,1 )
,
ε1

Thus, problem (22) can be transformed into the following optimization problem:

+

s=1

s

Q


λq N RBV,q ≤ Rmax ,

q=1

(f ) l1 + l2 = 1,

(a) θ1 v1 (RT R,1 ) − ε1 VT R,1 = 0,

∀s ∈ {1, . . ., S} and ∀q ∈ {1, . . ., Q} ,

(b) ψ1 v2 (RBV,1 ) − ε2 VBV,1 = 0,



Q−1
where η = θs S−1
λi − θs+1 S−1
i=s+1 λi , and ζ = ψq
j=q
Q−1i=s
λj − ψq+1 j=q+1 λj . Since problem (25) is convex, we can
obtain the relay fee R̃T R,s and the transaction fee R̃BV,q to
maximize (25) by using the dual decomposition technique [39].
Then, substituting R̃T R,s and R̃BV,q into (23) and (24), respectively, we can obtain the value of transaction relaying ṼT R,s
and the value of block verification ṼBV,q . Since R̃T R,s and
R̃BV,q are conditionally optimal relay fee and transaction fee,
and may not satisfy the monotonicity constraints in problem
(22). Hence, by applying infeasible sub-sequence replacing
algorithm [37], we can obtain the final optimal relay fee RT∗ R,s
∗
and transaction fee RBV,q
, and the corresponding optimal value
of transaction relaying VT∗R,s and the optimal value of block
∗
. In what follows, we will present the solution
verification VBV,q
approach to derive the relay fee R̃T R,s and the transaction
fee R̃BV,q .
Firstly, by introducing Lagrangian multipliers μ, the Lagrangian dual function of problem (25) can be given

(c) θs v1 (RT R,s ) − ε1 VT R,s = θs v1 (RT R,s−1 ) − ε1 VT R,s−1 ,
(d) ψq v2 (RBV,q ) − ε2 VBV,q = ψq v2 (RBV,q−1 ) − ε2 VBV,q−1 ,
(e)

S


λs M RT R,s +

s=1

Q


λq N RBV,q ≤ Rmax ,

q=1

(f ) l1 + l2 = 1,
(g) RT R,S ≥ RT R,S−1 ≥ · · · ≥ RT R,1 ,
(h) RBV,S ≥ RBV,S−1 ≥ · · · ≥ RBV,1 ,
∀s, s ∈ {1, . . ., S} , s = s, and ∀q, q  ∈ {1, . . ., Q} , q = q,
(22)
We now solve optimization problem (22) to obtain the optimal
contract. First, we will relax problem (22) by removing monotonicity constraints (g) and (h). Then, we will solve the relaxed
optimization problem and check whether or not the solution
satisfies monotonicity.

(25)
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where [·]+ = max(0, ·), t is the iteration time, and
positive step length.

as
L (μ, RT R,s , RBV,q )

S−1 

M
=
v1 (RT R,s ) η − λs M l1 u1 RT R,s
ε1
s=1

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Security Analysis

M
λS θS v1 (RT R,S ) − λS M l1 u1 RT R,S
ε1

Q−1
 N
+
v2 (RBV,q ) ζ − λq N l2 u2 RBV,q
ε2
q=1
+

N
λQ θQ v2 (RBV,Q ) − λQ M l2 u2 RBV,Q
ε2
⎞
⎛
Q
S


+ μ ⎝Rmax − l1 u1
RT R,s − l2 u2
RBV,q ⎠ , (26)
+

s=1

q=1

where μ is a non-negative Lagrangian multiplier associated with
constraint (e) in problem (25). The Lagrangian dual problem is
given by
min
µ

max

RT R,s ,RBV,q

L (μ, RT R,s , RBV,q ) ,

(27)

Then problem (27) can be solved using the dual decomposition technique, where a master problem and some
subproblems are solved in an iterative method. Specifically,
we start with an initial value of the Lagrangian multiplier
μ. The subproblems of the maximization part in (27) find
the relay fee R̃T R,s and the transaction fee R̃BV,q for the
given Lagrangian multiplier μ by using KKT (Karush-KuhnTucker) conditions, i.e., ∂L(μ, RT R,s , RBV,q )/∂RT R,s = 0,
and ∂L(μ, RT R,s , RBV,q )/∂RBV,q = 0. We can derive the relay
fee R̃T R,s and the transaction fee R̃BV,q as follows
R̃T R,s =

1
, s ∈ {1, . . ., S − 1} ,
(λs M l1 u1 + μl1 u1 ) ε1 / (M η)
(28)

R̃T R,S =

1
, for s = S,
(λS M l1 u1 + μl1 u1 ) ε1 / (M λS θS )

1
, q ∈ {1, . . ., Q − 1} ,
=
(λq N l2 u2 + μl2 u2 ) ε2 / (N ζ)
(30)

R̃BV,Q =

1
, for q = Q,
(λQ M l2 u2 + μl2 u2 ) ε2 / (N λQ θQ )
(31)

In the master problem, we use the sub-gradient method to
update Lagrange multiplier μ to find the optimal solutions of the
Lagrangian dual function [39], where the Lagrange multiplier μ
is updated as
μ (t + 1) =

μ(t) −

Rmax −

S

s=1

λs M RT R,s −

Q

q=1


λq N RBV,q

Different from traditional security and privacy protection in
D2D communication, our proposed D2D blockchain can provide
the following blockchain-related security performances:
r Without reliance on the only central infrastructure: In
the developed D2D blockchain, the end users’ transactions
are audited and verified by a set of selected small cell
APs, which is unlike traditional transactions management
depending on a central infrastructure (i.e., the associated
AP or BS). Thus, the D2D blockchain is robust getting rid
of a trusted intermediary.
r Data unforgeability: The decentralized authentication of
the transactions with digitally signature ensures that no attacker can pose as end users to corrupt the D2D blockchain,
since the attacker can not forge a digital signature of any
end user. In addition, the delegates who are selected by
the blockchain users to execute the DPoS based block
verification are reluctant to misbehave or collude with each
other, it is because that all the delegates have revealed
identities to the blockchain users and would be scrutinized
for any misconduct.
r Privacy protection: The end user can change its identity
(i.e., public key) after each transaction to protect identity
privacy.
r Immutability: The attacker can not modify the audited
and stored transactions in the D2D blockchain since each
block is embedded with the hash value of its previous block,
which ensures immutability.
r Data non-repudiation of reception: Once the block is
successfully added in the D2D blockchain, the verified
transactions can be traced and retrieved by the end users to
ensure data non-repudiation of reception.
B. Numerical Results

(29)
R̃BV,q

is the

+

.

(32)

We evaluate the performance of our proposed two-stage contract theory based joint optimization scheme for transaction
relaying and block verification. We consider the small cells
are randomly deployed in a circle area. The total bandwidth
allocated to the small cells is B and is equally divided into L
sub-channels. The type of relay device and the type of verifier
are uniform distribution, i.e., λs = 1/M and λq = 1/N [37].
The main simulation parameters are shown in Table I, where
the blockchain operation parameters settings are based on the
EoS [33] and the parameters relating to a valid small cell network
are listed by referring to [40]. For the purpose of comparing with
our proposed two-stage contract theory based joint optimization
scheme with information asymmetry (TS-JCA), we consider two
other optimization schemes: (i) the two-stage contract theory
based joint optimization scheme with complete information
(TS-JCC), i.e., the local AP knows the type of relay device
and verifier, and (ii) the two-stage Stackelberg game based joint
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS

Fig. 4.

Utility of relay devices versus the type of relay devices.

optimization scheme with information asymmetry (TS-JSA), in
which the interaction between the local AP and the relay devices,
and the interaction between the local AP and the verifiers are
formulated as a two-stage Stackelberg game where the local
AP is the leader, and the relay devices and the verifiers are the
followers [41].
1) Utility of Relay Device and Utility of Verifier: We first
evaluate the IR and the IC conditions of our designed TS-JCA
optimization scheme. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the utility of relay
device and the utility of verifier when selecting the contract
offered by the local AP. It can be seen that each relay device
and each verifier can maximize their utility when selecting the
contract designed for their own types, which validates the IC
constraint. Moreover, the relay devices and the verifiers will
not select the contract that make their utility negative, which
validates the IR constraint. Thus, the relay devices and the verifiers will reveal their types truthfully after selecting the contract
designed for their own types, which indicates that our proposed

Fig. 5.

Utility of verifiers versus the type of verifiers.

Fig. 6.

Value of transaction relaying versus the number of relay devices M .

TS-JCA scheme can overcome information asymmetry between
the local AP and the relay devices, and between the local AP and
the verifiers.
2) Value of Transaction Relaying and Value of Block Verification: Next, we illustrate the performance in terms of value
of transaction relaying (V oT R) and value of block verification
(V oBV ) under different parameters.
Value of Transaction Relaying: We first compare the value
of transaction relaying (V oT R) achieved by the three schemes
with respect to the number of relay devices M under different
unit cost u1 of the local AP and unit communication cost ε1 of
the relay devices in Fig. 6. It shows that the V oT R achieved
by the three schemes increases with the increasing number of
relay devices. Since increasing the number of relay devices in
transaction relaying can generate more relayed transactions that
can be traded with the local AP. Thus, it is more likely for the
local AP to obtain the high V oT R. Among the three schemes,
we see that the V oT R achieved by the TS-JCC scheme is the
highest, followed by our TS-JCA scheme and by the TS-JSA
scheme. The reason is that in both the TS-JCC and the TSJCA schemes, the local AP tries to maximize its own utility
while satisfying the IR and the IC constraints of the relay devices.
Specifically, in the TS-JCC scheme, the local AP knows the type
of relay device and can obtain higher V oT R. However, in our
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Value of block verification versus the number of verifiers N .

TS-JCA scheme, although the designed contract addresses the
information asymmetry issue, the local AP does not have full
knowledge about the type of relay device. In addition, in the
TS-JSA scheme, the local AP, the relay devices and the verifiers
maximize their own utilities. Thus, the local AP can not extract
more revenue from the relay devices, which leads to the lowest
V oT R.
Furthermore, it can be seen that increasing the unit cost u1
of the local AP and the unit communication cost ε1 of the relay
devices decreases the V oT R achieved in all of these schemes.
As the unit communication cost ε1 of the relay devices for
transaction relaying increases, it needs more relay fee from the
local AP to compensate their resources consumption. On the
other hand, when the unit cost u1 of the local AP for transaction
relaying increases, the local AP may not pay the relay devices
enough amount of relay fee to incentivize them to help in
transaction relaying, which decreases the V oT R.
Value of Block Verification: We compare the value of block
verification (V oBV ) in the three schemes with respect to the
number of verifiers N under different unit cost u2 of the local
AP and unit backhauling cost ε2 of the verifiers in Fig. 7. We
observe the V oBV w.r.t. increasing number of verifiers N ,
while the unit cost u2 of the local AP and unit backhauling
cost ε2 of the verifiers vary. We see that the V oBV in all three
schemes increases with the number of verifiers N increases.
Since increasing the number of verifiers N for block verification,
more verified block can be traded with the local AP which makes
the local AP more likely to get the high V oBV . The TS-JCC
scheme can achieve the highest V oBV due to the full knowledge
about the type of the verifier. Although the designed contract
under information asymmetry can reveal the type of the verifier
in our TS-JCA scheme, the full knowledge about the type of
the verifier is still unavailable to the local AP, which leads to
the lower V oBV . Unlike the IR and the IC constraints in the
TS-JCC and in the TS-JCA schemes, the TS-JSA scheme does
not place restriction on the verifiers selection of contract and
less revenue is extracted, which leads to the lowest V oBV .
In addition, increasing the unit cost u2 of the local AP and the
unit backhauling cost ε2 of the verifiers for block verification
decreases the V oBV . Increasing the unit backhauling cost ε2 of
the verifiers for block verification indicates the need of higher

Fig. 8.

Transaction relaying delay versus the number of relay devices M .

transaction fee to be paid by the local AP to the verifiers for block
verification. Similarly, increasing the unit cost u2 of the local
AP may result in the local AP not being able to pay sufficient
transaction fee, which leads to lower V oBV .
3) Transaction Relaying Delay and Block Verification Delay:
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of transaction relaying delay and block verification delay under different
parameters.
Transaction Relaying Delay: We present the transaction relaying delay achieved in the three schemes with respect to the
number of relay devices M under different unit cost μ1 of the
local AP and unit communication cost ε1 of the relay devices
in Fig. 8. It can be observed that the transaction relaying delay
decreases with the increasing number of relay devices M in
all three schemes. Increasing the number of relay devices M
can increase the value of transaction relaying (V oT R) corresponding to the decrease in transaction relaying delay (according
to Eq. (1)). The transaction relaying delay is the least in the
TS-JCC scheme, followed by the TS-JCA scheme and by the
TS-JSA scheme. We have verified that the TS-JCC scheme can
achieve the highest value of transaction relaying (V oT R) in
Fig. 6, which corresponds to the least transaction relaying delay.
Besides, increasing the unit cost u1 of the local AP and the
unit communication cost ε1 of the relay devices leads to higher
transaction relaying delay. From Fig. 6, we know that increasing
the unit cost u1 of the local AP and the unit communication cost
ε1 of the relay devices decreases the V oT R, thus the transaction
relaying delay increases with u1 and ε1 .
Block Verification Delay: We study the block verification
delay in the three schemes with respect to the number of verifiers
N under different unit cost μ2 of the local AP and the unit
backhauling cost ε2 of the verifiers in Fig. 9. It can be seen
that the block verification delay decreases with the increasing
number of verifiers N in all three schemes. Increasing the
number of verifiers N can increase the value of block verification
(V oBV ) corresponding to the decrease in block verification
delay (according to Eq. (4)). The TS-JCC scheme can achieve
the least block verification delay. Since the TS-JCC scheme
can achieve the highest V oBV corresponding to the least block
verification delay. Besides, increasing the unit cost u2 of the local
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APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 2
Given that θ1 < · · · < θs < · · · < θS and ψ1 < · · · < ψq <
· · · < ψQ , by utilizing IC constraints, we have
θs v1 (RT R,s ) − ε1 VT R,s ≥ θs v1 (RT R,1 ) − ε1 VT R,1
≥ θ1 v1 (RT R,1 ) − ε1 VT R,1 ≥ 0,

(35)

ψq v2 (RBV,q ) − ε2 VBV,q ≥ ψq v2 (RBV,1 ) − ε2 VBV,1
≥ ψ1 v2 (RBV,1 ) − ε2 VBV,1 ≥ 0.

Fig. 9.

Block verification delay versus the number of verifiers N .

AP and the unit backhauling cost ε2 of the verifiers for block
verification leads to the increase in the block verification delay.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new distributed and secure
D2D data sharing framework named D2D blockchain, where
a set of APs are selected to act as verifiers for verifying end
users’ transactions. We developed two new schemes for the
transaction confirmation procedure in the D2D blockchain, including relay-assisted transaction relaying scheme and DPoS
based lightweight block verification scheme. Furthermore, to
incentivize the relay devices and the verifiers to contribute their
resources in transaction relaying and in block verification, we
designed a two-stage contract theory based joint optimization
scheme. We formulated two mathematical models: value of
transaction relaying and value of block verification to evaluate
the quality of the relayed transaction and the verified block, and
derived the optimal contract for each relay device and verifier.
Security analysis showed that the proposed D2D blockchain can
enhance security and privacy protection in D2D data sharing.
Numerical results indicated that our designed two-stage contract theory based joint optimization scheme can significantly
improve the utility of the local AP as well as ensure individual
profit of the relay devices and the verifiers, while reducing the
transaction relaying delay and the block verification delay under
information asymmetry.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
According to (13) and (14), we have the following inequalities
θs (v1 (RT R,s ) − v1 (RT R,s )) ≥ ε1 VT R,s − ε1 VT R,s , (33)
θs (v1 (RT R,s ) − v1 (RT R,s )) ≤ ε1 VT R,s − ε1 VT R,s . (34)
Since VT R,s ≥ VT R,s , and according to inequality (33), we
can obtain v1 (RT R,s ) ≥ v1 (RT R,s ). Then, according to (34),
we know that when v1 (RT R,s ) ≥ v1 (RT R,s ), VT R,s ≥ VT R,s
is established. Meanwhile, by using the similar method, IR
constraint reduction related type ψq and ψq verifiers can also
be proved in Lemma 1.

(36)

The (35) and the (36) indicate that when the IR constraints of type
one relay device and verifier are satisfied, the IR constraints for
other types of relay devices and verifiers will automatically hold.
Thus, the IR constraints of type one relay device and verifier
need to be kept, while the IR constraints for other types of relay
devices and verifiers can be reduced.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA 3
We consider three continuous types of relay devices, θs−1 <
θs < θs+1 , s ∈ {2, . . ., S − 1}, then we have the following two
LDICs
θs+1 v1 (RT R,s+1 ) − ε1 VT R,s+1 ≥ θs+1 v1 (RT R,s ) − ε1 VT R,s ,
(37)
θs v1 (RT R,s ) − ε1 VT R,s ≥ θs v1 (RT R,s−1 ) − ε1 VT R,s−1 ,
(38)
According to monotonicity, and (37) and (38), we have
θs+1 [v1 (RT R,s ) − v1 (RT R,s−1 )] ≥
θs [v1 (RT R,s ) − v1 (RT R,s−1 )] ≥
ε1 VT R,s − ε1 VT R,s−1 ,

(39)

θs+1 v1 (RT R,s+1 ) − ε1 VT R,s+1 ≥
θs+1 v1 (RT R,s ) − ε1 VT R,s ≥
θs+1 v1 (RT R,s−1 ) − ε1 VT R,s−1 .

(40)

Therefore, if for type θs relay device the LDIC holds, the
incentive constraint with respect to θs−1 relay device holds. This
process can be extended downward from type θs−1 to type θ1
relay devices. The same method can be utilized for proving the
LUICs for the relay devices. Meanwhile, by using the similar
method, the LDICs and the LUICs for the verifiers can also be
proved in Lemma 3.
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